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How we make energy more
entertaining for one of the
world’s leading gig venues.1
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2018 Year End Worldwide Ticket Sales, Top 200 Arena Venues, Pollstar

Powering a ‘city of fun’
Complex questions require carefully considered solutions.
Especially in today’s data-driven world. In fact, that was exactly the
case when British Gas became the energy supplier of London’s The O2,
an entertainment venue visited by 9 million people each year.2
Underneath The O2’s 365-metre wide and 52-metre tall canopy lies an
ecosystem that contends with the hustle and bustle of any metropolis.
Supplying energy to such a vast, interconnected infrastructure requires
a sophisticated, scalable and flexible approach. That’s why British Gas
do not just provide energy. Instead, we provide the energy solutions
which help The O2 run a ‘city of fun’.

British Gas Solutions
•
•
•
•
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Accurate Measurements & Re-billing
Renewable Procurement & On-site Generation
Dedicated Account Manager
Comprehensive Services

CNBC Reports, 2017
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The lay of the energy land
With visitor numbers to match the population of London,
The O2 is a city in its own right. In addition, The O2 has two dozen
bars and restaurants. An 11-screen cinema complex. A bowling
alley. A three-storey superclub. And, of course, one of the
busiest arenas on the entire globe.
A single canopy masks this complexity. So, as you look at
The O2 from the outside, it can be easy to imagine that its
energy infrastructure is equally straightforward. However,
there’s more to The O2 than meets the eye.

The O2 draws
power from the
local grid

8 utility sub-stations
within 12 service
cylinders surround
the tent

Power flows
through multiple
substations to The
O2’s transformers

Power is bumped
down to 400 Volts,
and fed into each
facility and business
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British Gas solution: 1

Re-billing

AEG, the owner and operator of The O2, needs to re-bill its
tenants for their individual energy consumption. It is such a
crucial matter, that re-billing was one of the first items on the
agenda when British Gas became The O2’s energy supplier.
It was vital that the data portal’s robustness matched The O2’s
sophisticated needs. This was achieved by making sure that we
understood AEG’s data collection, apportionment and billing
needs down to the letter.
Once we gathered all the metering information, and ironed out every
little wrinkle, the portal was ready to go. Our work received positive
feedback and the Facility Director at The O2 recently described the
portal as “very consistent and reliable.”
“Very clear and accurate
data coming through from
the energy supplier was
really key.”
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Lee Lacey
Facility Director, The O2

British Gas solution: 2 Going green
AEG, The O2’s owner and
operator, is dedicated to
reducing the company’s global
environmental impact. This
covers everything from installing
LED floodlights at the StubHub
Center in California to finding
new solutions at The O2 Arena
in London. In fact, AEG aims to
reduce its global GHG emissions
by 4% per year.3

British Gas’s solutions
complement AEG’s needs
well and allow them to increase
their odds of meeting their
2020 Environmental Goals.
We procure 56% of our
electricity from renewable
sources and we already supply
The O2 100% renewably sourced
electricity backed by Guarantee
of Origin certificates.

“The benefit we see with the Panoramic
Power is that we could have really good
analysis on individual items, rather than
groups of plant items.”

British Gas gets
56% of its electricity
from renewable
sources

Lee Lacey
Facility Director, The O2
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Panoramic Power lets businesses
see exactly how they use energy
on the device level. The O2 is
currently trialling these wireless,
self-powered sensors in order
to find opportunities for better
efficiencies and make appropriate
adjustments. Discussions about
establishing a CHP generator
are also underway.
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British Gas solution: 3 Dedicated
account manager
Managing the seamless energy supply of a 100,000 square-metre
area requires a dedicated focus. As well as dedicated help. That is
exactly why our assigned and experienced account manager’s sole
job is to help AEG efficiently manage The O2’s energy needs.
To run a company or institution the size of The O2 is not an easy
task. In fact, managers at The O2 already have enough on their
plate. So, when it comes to sorting out energy-related matters,
acting quickly is essential.
At British Gas, we understand this. Which is why we’ve assigned
Jade Walker, our pro-active and highly experienced account manager,
to The O2. This arrangement allows for quicker and more streamlined
communication between supplier and customer. In return, The O2
can get better value out of their energy contract.
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“There’s been a lot
more attention on the
account, a lot more
focus on really getting
better value back into
our business.”
Lee Lacey
Facility Director, The O2

British Gas solution: 4 Comprehensive services
Well managed experiences can grow into invaluable expertise,
which is why British Gas takes pride in its rich history. With more
than 200 years experience, British Gas has cultivated
a know-how unparalleled within the industry.
This means that at British Gas, we have been able to see around the
corner and build a product and service portfolio fit for the 21st century
to support your energy agenda. Through our parent company Centrica,
we offer device-level meters, solar panels, CHP and biomass generators,
heat pumps, gas engines and battery storage units.
We also help businesses get their bearings in the UK’s complex policy
landscape. We offer advice on the Enhanced Capital Allowance scheme,
on options to manage tax and network charges, and on ways to reduce
carbon emissions for reporting and environmental purposes.
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We help businesses
navigate the UK
policy landscape.

We are proud to supply energy and
provide energy solutions for The O2.
We would love to help your business tackle complexities
as well. However big or small. Get in touch with our business
energy specialists and get the conversation started.

Call us at 0333 202 9826*

* Mon-Fri 8.00am-5.00pm. Calls may be monitored or recorded to help improve our services to you. Calls to 03 numbers may be included in your call package. For information about calls to 03 numbers please
contact your network provider as individual charges may vary. Fixed quotes include current system charges and levies. For half hourly businesses with agency services agreements in place (MOP, DA, DC), we
can exclude these costs. It’s never our intention to send unwanted emails. If you receive duplicates or prefer not to receive updates from British Gas, please let us know. Any concerns? Visit britishgas.co.uk/
business/complaints for details of our procedure. For more information about the mix of fuels used to generate our electricity, visit v/business/about-us. British Gas is a trading name of British Gas Trading
Limited Registered in England and Wales: No. 3078711 Maidenhead Road, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 5GD

